The Diamond V-Stream Wireless HDMI Sender/Receiver (VS300M) includes a transmitter unit and a receiver unit that provides wireless video transmission up to 150ft. (Clear Line of site, distance will vary when transmitting through walls). The VS300M supports anti-interference at 5GHz operation frequency. The VS300M can transmit from one sender to multiple receivers at the same time. (Max 2 Receivers, additional receiver sold separately). The VS300M supports a wide range IR frequencies: IR (20-60KHz) to remotely control your video sources from the receiver location. Selectable channel allows you to select receivers.

Two Rooms, Two Screens... One Source, Wirelessly
Wireless HDMI Sender / Receiver

Package Contents
- HDMI Sender x 1
- HDMI Receiver x 1
- DC5V/2A Power Adapter x 2
- IR Sender x 1
- IR Receiver x 1
- User Manual x 1
- HDMI cables x 2
- Remote Control x 1

Features
- Support HDMI1.3, compatible with HDCP1.2.
- Maximum resolution up to 1080p full HD.
- Features strong anti-interference (5GHz operation frequency)
- Support point-to-point wireless configuration: 1 to 1, 1 to 2 or 2 to 2
- IR transmitter/receiver 20-60KHz frequency.
- 150 feet long range transmission distance.
- Plug and play, easy installation

2 x 2: Transmit HDMI wirelessly from two sources to two displays at the same time.
1 x 2: Transmit HDMI wirelessly from one source to two displays at the same time.
Note: One transmitter and one receiver per kit. Additional receiver sold separately.